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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Artificial intelligence (AI) is revolutionizing digital transformation across industries.
By harnessing the power of AI, organizations can automate processes, analyze vast amounts of data,
and gain actionable insights. 

AI enables businesses to make informed decisions, enhance customer experiences, and drive operational
efficiency. Through AI-driven algorithms and machine learning, companies can unlock new opportunities
and stay ahead in the competitive landscape.

AI-powered chatbots and virtual assistants are transforming customer service, providing personalized
interactions and seamless support.

With AI, businesses can optimize resource allocation, predict market trends, and improve overall
decision-making capabilities. AI is reshaping industries and opening doors to innovative solutions,
paving the way for a digital future.
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AI digital transformation is revolutionizing project management by streamlining
processes, enhancing efficiency, and improving decision-making. With AI-powered
tools and algorithms, project managers can automate repetitive tasks, analyze vast
amounts of data for valuable insights, and optimize resource allocation. 

This transformative technology empowers teams to make data-driven decisions,
increase productivity, and deliver projects more effectively, ultimately driving
success in the ever-evolving project landscape.
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We're excited to welcome our new members to PMI Malaysia Chapter! Join us in
embracing opportunities for learning, networking, and professional growth. Your
participation will enrich our community and contribute to the advancement of
project management in Malaysia. Welcome aboard, and we look forward to your
involvement!  
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12.12.            Ming Ren KhawMing Ren Khaw  
13.13.            Syamsul Bahreer Mohd SatarSyamsul Bahreer Mohd Satar  
14.14.            Vicknesh RamasamyVicknesh Ramasamy  
15.15.            Mohd Azri Abu BakarMohd Azri Abu Bakar  
16.16.            Talgat UrtambayevTalgat Urtambayev  
17.17.            Sofiah UmarSofiah Umar      
18.18.            Vivek Kumar SrivastavaVivek Kumar Srivastava  
19.19.            Soon Kit CheongSoon Kit Cheong  
20.20.            Boon Ho ChewBoon Ho Chew  
21.21.            Chukwuebuka IbeabuchiChukwuebuka Ibeabuchi  
22.22.            Nirmal RoyNirmal Roy      
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Make an Impact by Volunteering with PMI Malaysia Chapter



6.1 HAPPY LABOUR
DAY

6.2 HAPPY WESAK
DAY 

You can earn up to 6 PDU points by writing an article to
PMIMY Newsletter!

Do you know ?
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In today's competitive business landscape, project management skills are highly valued by organizations. The ability to
effectively plan, execute, and monitor initiatives is crucial for successful project delivery. If you have a passion for
leadership, and driving change, a career in project management might be perfect for you.

Project Management Institute (PMI) provides a comprehensive platform to help individuals succeed in project
management careers. Whether you're starting out or looking to advance, PMI offers the tools, resources, and support
you need. Here are key steps to consider on your journey to becoming a project management professional.

Become a PMI member: 
Joining PMI opens doors to a world of opportunities. As a member, you gain access to industry-leading publications,
research reports, webinars, and networking events. Connect with like-minded professionals, learn from experts, and stay
updated on project management trends and best practices.

Join PMI Malaysia Chapter: 
PMI has chapters worldwide, including PMI Malaysia. Joining a local chapter offers unique advantages. Participate in
local events, workshops, and conferences to network with professionals in your region. Gain insights into industry-
specific challenges and build connections that can advance your career.

Earn a globally recognized certification: 
PMI offers certifications that validate your expertise and enhance your credibility. The Project Management Professional
(PMP) certification is prestigious and demonstrates proficiency in all project management aspects. PMI also offers
specialized certifications like Agile Certified Practitioner (ACP) and Risk Management Professional (RMP). These
credentials make you a sought-after candidate.

Access our professional network: 
PMI provides a robust network connecting project management practitioners worldwide. Engage with this community to
learn from experiences, seek guidance, and collaborate on projects. PMI's online community, PMI.org, offers forums,
interest groups, and virtual events for interaction. Build relationships for mentorship, job prospects, and knowledge
sharing.

Building a successful project management career requires continuous learning, networking, and staying updated. PMI
empowers individuals to enhance skills, gain recognition, and connect with a global community. As a PMI member,
joining your local chapter, earning certifications, and accessing the professional network, you unlock numerous
opportunities and position yourself as a leader. Take the first step today and embark on your project management
journey. 
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Submit your best practice article to the PMIMY newsletter and
earn up to 6 PDUs.  Your article can provide valuable insights,
knowledge sharing, case studies, or thought leadership on various
project management topics. 

Sharing your experiences and expertise will inspire others and
contribute to the overall professional development of the
community.

Don't miss this opportunity to be recognized and earn PDU
Professional Development Units.  Send your articles to PMIMY
Newsletter Committee at PMIMYPublication@pmi.org.my today!

From the MARCOMM team that brought you this edition:
  Preeta Nair, Alex Lim, James Yii, Cheah Zi Chang, Satyananthaan,  

Shafida Hermy, Wong Vyen, Kuna, Harjit Singh, Jevin Lee
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Dear members of PMI Malaysia Chapter,
 

A very warm welcome to our latest PMIMY Newsletter. 
We are very excited to bring you some interesting news and activities for the

month of May 2023.
 

Thank you for your engagement and continous support. 
We value each of our members feedback.

 
With Best Regards,

                                                                             Newsletter Committee PMIMY Chapter

mailto:PMIMYPublication@pmi.org.my

